This article describes a fast technique of characterization of sound documents based on a statistical measure of the variation of the signal. We showed that a very limited sampling was sufficient to obtain a reasonable performance of the characteristic while being 100 times faster to calculate than a complete sampling. During preliminary tests, we carried out a first validation of our approach by highlighting a correlation of 0.7 between the human perception of the rhythm and our characteristic as well as an error of recognition lower than 5%. In this new series of tests, we show that our approach makes possible to associate to a cut file its missing half, with an error rate from approximately 30%.
INTRODUCTION
Many sources give a report of needs and strong commercial potential related to the automated management of sound documents.
The description of the sound characteristics is a key element to carry out automatic treatments of audio data. This type of measurement can be useful not only to characterize the data but also to describe the musical tastes of the users on the basis of their activity of listening. These techniques become critical taking into account the increasing quantity of sound documents found on the Web or in content providers musical data bases. Many works were completed in this field but the techniques of treatment remain heavy to implement and are missing standards.
The objective of this document is to describe a method making it possible to generate compactly and rapidly a signature of a sound file by the extraction of physical characteristics distributed on the file. The innovation of our proposal relates on the organization of the extraction of the samples and on the mode of analysis to provide very quickly a representative signature of the musical content.
The organization of the extraction defines the way the samples are taken. It is possible, for example, to determine the spectrum on the whole musical file or only over the first minute. Our proposal aims at carrying out a minimal sequential statistical sampling distributed on the sound file according to a particular law of probability.
The first work described in [1] showed on the one hand the stability of the signature in spite of a random and limited sampling. In addition, this work showed that the signature offered a good representativeness of the rhythmic nature of the musical contents. In this work, we wished to go further concerning the capacity of discrimination of the signature, the objective being to cut a file in two equal parts in order to see whether the comparison between the signatures of each half makes it possible to determine if these two halves are those of the same file.
In the continuation of this document, after having detailed the various elements of our approach, we propose a state of the art of comparable work as well as a presentation of some results.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The following figure shows the bases of the signature process from the analysis of samples taken from a sound file. The idea is to capture the image of the swinging of the sound spectrum such as we can perceive it while observing bars-graph of an audio reader. The samples to be analyzed are collected by triplets (E0, E1, etc.) of contiguous specimen of duration K. In this study, each triplet is collected in a random way but by respecting a chronological order. I.e. if one decides to take 10 triplets, the only constraint will be that the first one precedes the second one which will have to precede the third one, etc. The space of time between each triplet could be unspecified and the sum of all triplets will cover a limited part of the file. The analysis of the behaviour of p (slope of the line side of figure 2) will contribute to evaluate the rhythmic behaviour by measuring the swinging of the spectrum over one period, and in average value on the various samples. By reference to mechanics, this swinging, its speed and its acceleration are evaluated as follows.
The first stage consists in identifying the number of triplets as well as their position in the signal. On a fraction of the sound file, we extract the first triplet on which we calculate the 3 spectra then the directing coefficients of the straight regression lines. Thus 3 values of slope (p1 1 , p1 2 , p1 3 ) are obtained. The speed of swinging is obtained by calculating the difference between 2 consecutive slopes. We obtain 2 values of speed (v1 1 , v1 2 ) for each triplet. Acceleration a1, single by triplet, is evaluated on speeds variation. We recompute these data on the following triplet and so on until the end of the file. At the end of the operation we have a set of values of coefficients [(p1 1 , p1 2 , p1 3 ), (p2 1 , p2 2 , p2 3 ), …, (pn 1 , pn 2 , pn 3 )], speeds [(v1 1 , v1 2 ), (v2 1 , v2 1 ), … , (vn 1 , vn 2 )] and accelerations (a1, a2,…, an) for n triplets representative of the piece of music. The behaviour of swinging (position, speed and acceleration) is obtained by a combination of the average values and standard deviation of all these data (pi, vi, ai).
STATE OF THE ART
The process described in this document is distinguishable from former work by a better descriptive capacity compared to resources necessary for calculation and storage. The descriptive capacity is related to the rhythmic evaluation by the analysis of the swinging structure. These elements do not need to be obtained on the whole sound file; a limited statistical sampling is enough. The signature requires a priori only the storage of a very limited quantity of numerical data. In addition, the signature will be almost independent of the format or the sound quality of the piece, even if this last one is incomplete.
The existing techniques for the characterization of musical files and research of similarities (MIRMusic Information Retrieval) are various. There are three principal approaches: those based on signal processing, collaborative filtering, and data mining. The approaches based on signal processing consist in analyzing directly the content of the audio file (signal and spectrum). In general, these characteristics are modelled by learning systems, and comparisons are carried out for the research of similarities [2, 3] . For example, in his work, George Tzanetakis [3] extracted a list from characteristics obtained from the envelope of the signal and the spectral data, in particular the centroïd (measure of spectral brightness), the rollof (measure of the shape of the spectrum), ZeroCrossings (the number of times where the curve of the signal passes by the zero) and sometimes even the MFCC (Melfrequency cepstral coefficients), characteristics usually used in voice recognition [5] . These characteristics are calculated in successive fixed-size analysis window and only on the 30 first seconds of the audio piece. Another example of technology as regards acoustic prints is the TRM (This Recognizes Music) [6] . This technology was developed by the American company Relatable. Basically, this system allows the recognition of pieces of music by acoustic analogy exploiting "audio code bar" type of print which generates a single signature. As soon as the numerical print was created, it is sent to the TRM server, which compares the print with that of an existing song in the data base of a customer. The last commercial version of TRM server can manage more than 5000 prints (already extracted) per second, or until several billion requests per day.
PERFORMANCES
To evaluate the performances of our method we carried out a series of preliminary works which showed a certain level of representativeness of our numerical signature, in particular compared to the human perception of the rhythm. Indeed by questioning a group of 10 users so as to evaluate their perception of the rhythm on 2 corpora respectively composed of 28 and 50 pieces of music. The first corpus was made up so as to represent a broad rhythmic spectrum; the second corpus was made up of audio pieces chosen randomly. The results showed a level of correlation between the signature and the opinions of the users of about 0.7. In a second experiment we sought to evaluate the validity of the signature in the case of several sequential samplings of a same piece. This validation is particularly important taking into account the very low level of coverage of about 5 to 10% for each audio piece. There still, the results are rather encouraging because the results of 50 successive signatures are homogeneous in more than 93% of the cases. The reader can refer to this work [1] for more details.
We present in the continuation of this document a series of more recent works aiming at confirming the reliability of our signature under a complementary point of view. In this case, we constituted a corpus of 100 pieces so as to cover various musical kinds.
Principle of the validation method
In this new series of tests, each file is cut out in two equal parts. The goal is to compare all the halves between each other in order to see whether the signature similarity makes it possible to associate to each half its missing half. Considering the limited sample size and the limited rate of covering, the probability of sampling parts musically similar in each half of the same piece is very weak. Under these conditions, we consider that the capacity of recognizing automatically the two parts of the same audio piece is a good indication of the descriptive capacity of the signature.
In our approach, we consider that two halves are associated when the difference (in absolute value) of their signature is lower than a certain threshold. We take the principle of the confusion matrix to compare the halves two by two. This principle is described in the figure which follows. For n audio pieces, we will thus have two sets of halves (m1 a , m2 a , m3 a … mn a ) and (m1 b , m2 b , m3 b … mn b ) both of cardinal n. Each mi a , i = {1… n} is compared with each mj b , j = {1… n}.
Consequently, given a threshold value: the total number of tests to be carried out is n² , the number of possible exact associations is n (diagonal of the matrix) ,the number of possible association errors (recognitions wrongly) is n ² -n (elements apart from the diagonal), the number of possible dissociations errors (not recognition) is n.
The results are expressed with percentages: percentage of recognized exact associations (%rec), percentage of association errors (%err), and percentage of dissociation errors (%diss).
The tests
For these tests, we used the whole of 100 pieces described higher. The principle is to increment the value of the threshold until the percentage of recognitions reaches the 100% (which has as a consequence a null percentage of dissociation errors) The characteristic of the signature taken into account is speeds standard deviation (SSD) or accelerations standard deviation (ASD): the rate of covering is 20% and then 25%, the sample size is 1024, 2048, 4096 and then 8192
Then the goal is to find the optimum. This one is not inevitably reached for a maximum rate of recognitions because a maximum rate of recognitions can be combined at a very important association error rate.
Calculation of the optimum
The concept of optimum is often complex and difficult to evaluate. This study does not escape the rule. We thus make two proposals to evaluate the optimum in our measurements.
First proposal: the optimum is reached when at least 50% of the pieces were recognized and when the association error rate is lower than 33%.
Here are some results in the following tables. Each table is divided into two distinct parts, corresponding to the two different rates of covering (20% and 25%). The columns %rec and %err respectively represent the percentage of recognitions and the percentage of association errors. In each box, we can read the value of the fork in which the optimum is. The best results are indicated in bold. Second proposal: we look at which place the crossing between the curve of association errors and the curve of dissociation errors is located. The principle is the same as that is described here in former work concerning the robustness of the signature.
The results are presented with this It is noted that the percentage of errors (association and dissociation) reaches an average value of 30%, which implies a percentage of recognitions of 70%. This value is high considering that the analysed parts of the audio piece are in fact different. This shows that our method has a good capacity of intrinsic recognition.
The results of these last tests are rather promising and it could be interesting in later work to combine variously the characteristics SSD and SSA in order to see whether we can increase the performances of our method.
CONCLUSION
The characterization of the musical files represents an important stake insofar as it makes it possible to consider the indexing and the automated and powerful management of multimedia contents. This automation can be applied of several ways implying the sound document itself or the user from the point of view of modelling musical perception.
In this context, we developed and patented a fast technique of characterization based the variation of the signal. We showed that a limited sampling of sequences was sufficient to obtain a reasonable performance of the characteristic while being more than 100 times faster to calculate than a complete sampling. We approached the methodology of validation according to two different angles: the matrix of confusion and the comparison with human perception. Each one of these methods makes it possible to conclude that the technique offers a coherent and more than all a fast representation of the sound files.
This work opens other prospects to us, in particular in the combination of the various characteristics.
